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An insider’s guide to Malta’s hidden gems and lesser-known spots

Written by a true local, filled with independent advice, based on thorough research and the author's personal opinions

An inspirational and practical guide to the city’s most interesting places, buildings, restaurants, shops, museums, galleries,

neighbourhoods, gardens and cafes, presented in original lists

A new edition in Luster Publishing’s successful and attractive series of regional and country guides

Hidden Malta gives visitors an opportunity to explore the hidden gems of the Maltese archipelago. Beyond the thriving main streets

that attract the tourist crowds, there are so many other places waiting to be discovered, including churches, small museums, and places

to eat, where you can meet and connect with locals. The guide also covers Malta’s many annual festivals and traditions, with historical

re-enactments, wine, beer and music festivals, as well as food fairs held in various parts of the islands throughout the year.

In this alternative guide to Malta, licensed tourist guide Vincent Zammit pays tribute to the islands that he knows intimately, choosing to

highlight places that are not well-known or frequented by visitors to Malta, giving them the opportunity to discover these well-kept

secrets and the Malta that he loves.

Also available: Hidden Belgium, Hidden Scotland, Hidden Holland, Hidden Brooklyn, Hidden Tenerife. Discover the series:

the500hiddensecrets.com

Born and raised in Valletta, Vincent Zammit is a licensed tourist guide in Malta who has been tourists’ first introduction to Malta for

over 40 years. He has been responsible for the tourist guide course in Malta for the last 25 years, and lectures and prepares (future)

tourist guides at the Institute of Tourism Studies. He loves organising specialised and thematic tours around Malta, and is always

expanding his knowledge on various subjects of Maltese history and culture.
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